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Welcome to Episode #053 of Way of the Bible podcast. This is our fifth of eight episodes
in our mini-series entitled, Fear of the LORD | Job thru Song of Songs. On this episode
we’re going to work our way to the End of the Matter found in the book of Ecclesiastes.
This is the second of King Solomon’s three books found in the Wisdom literature.
This particular book has special meaning for myself as while reading it I suddenly felt at
age 35 or 36 connected with the world and understood for the first time. There is a lot of
relative back story here I won’t get into of what I was observing happening around me
and within me and the realization the two realms (exterior and interior) were not
disconnected. In-fact, Solomon wrote about what I was experiencing well over two
millennia ago – nothing had changed – there truly was nothing new under the sun!
I later came to know the five basic philosophical questions most people encounter at
some point in their lives but never definitively answer. Where did everything come from?
(Origin); What does it mean to be human? (Identity); Why are we here? (Purpose); How
should we live? (Morals/Ethics); and Where do we go when we die? (Destiny). At the time
of my existential revelation almost thirty years ago, I can definitively remember I had
opinions about the answers to these questions but also knew I had many doubts as to the
certainty of what I believed. Four years later I was radically changed by a personal
encounter with Jesus Christ, born again in the Spirit, and suddenly knew with certainty the
answers.
What’s interesting is that Solomon answers all five of these questions from two different
perspectives. One perspective is from what many would consider today as secular
humanism (man is the source of all that is known). Solomon’s other perspective is there is
a God who exists who alone knows the truth about the answers and who watches
everyone to see if they care.
I covered much of Solomon’s background and the gifts of wisdom, resources, military
power, and favor God gave him on our prior episodes; and most recently on Episode
#052 on the book of Proverbs. Let me summarize it here. Solomon was the wisest man of
his day and there was no one like him prior in wisdom. He was the wealthiest king likely
on earth and enriched himself continually with trade and gifts from around the known
world. Israel’s borders were secured with a strong military and the land had relative
peace most of his reign. Solomon had 700 wives, most of noble birth from the surrounding
nations, and 300 concubines.
The reason this is important to know all this, is as you read the book realize there was no
limit to what he could explore in his humanity; and no one trying to stop or limit him. This
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book was written by a man who had it ALL, everything imaginable in his day, with no
limitation. And he wrote about what he experienced with a special emphasis on
answering the middle question, Why are we here? (Purpose). Solomon answers this
question in the last two verses of the book, which we’ll get to after examining his
explorations.
There are many in Christendom who discount most if not all of Solomon’s writings,
especially Ecclesiastes, given his crash and burn ending in idolatry. He didn’t seem to
follow his own wisdom and advice in his own writings. If you’ve heard or thought that, I’d
like you to reconsider your position and allow Solomon to speak from his “glory” days
when he feared God, knew and lived by what God had commanded, and appreciated
the life of wisdom, honor, blessing, and luxury God had provided.
Solomon’s downfall is described in 1 Kings 11:4 – For when Solomon was old his wives
turned away his heart after other gods, and his heart was not wholly true to the LORD his
God, as was the heart of David his father. The text goes on to describe how Solomon had
built around Jerusalem places of worship for the gods of his foreign wives, where he too
made offerings and sacrificed to their gods.
This falling away and grasping at straws is not an unusual pattern in the Bible and
especially in the late aging years of kings of both Judah and Israel. With old age came
many fears of palace intrigue, assassination, murder, invasion by a neighbor sensing
weakness, etc. The kings had power, pride, and a desire to cover all the bases just incase the gods of all the surrounding nations really had significant heavenly standing and
not simply imaginations; and perhaps God really wasn’t watching. History of course tells
the story on that last part – God sees everything and does not leave the guilty
unpunished…
While Ecclesiastes is a relatively short book of twelve chapters there is much more than
we can cover in around 35 minutes. So this will be a highlight overview which you can
affirm and discover treasures of wisdom and knowledge on your own as you read this
book perhaps for the first time. I’d love to hear from you after you read it and let me know
your thoughts and discoveries. It is truly a book of very deep wells of wisdom ready to
provide the explorer lasting memories.
So let’s get started with Solomon’s introductory statement found in the first chapter of
Ecclesiastes. I’ll add short comments as we go and expand these comments as we
explore the remainder of the book. Ecclesiastes 1:1-18 – The words of the Preacher, the
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son of David, king in Jerusalem. 2 Vanity of vanities, says the Preacher, vanity of vanities!
All is vanity [Vanity – havel – vapor, breath].
3 What does man gain by all the toil at which he toils under the sun? 4 A generation goes,
and a generation comes, but the earth remains forever. 5 The sun rises, and the sun goes
down, and hastens to the place where it rises. 6 The wind blows to the south and goes
around to the north; around and around goes the wind, and on its circuits the wind
returns. 7 All streams run to the sea, but the sea is not full; to the place where the streams
flow, there they flow again. 8 All things are full of weariness; a man cannot utter it; the
eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled with hearing. 9 What has been is what
will be, and what has been done is what will be done, and there is nothing new under
the sun. 10 Is there a thing of which it is said, “See, this is new”? It has been already in the
ages before us. 11 There is no remembrance of former things, nor will there be any
remembrance of later things yet to be among those who come after.
This opening statement of Solomon is the condition many atheists find themselves as they
finally let go of trying to find meaning in the world and accept a nihilistic outlook. Nihilism
is defined in Oxford Languages dictionary as - the rejection of all religious and moral
principles, in the belief that life is meaningless. In Philosophy, Nihilism is an extreme
skepticism maintaining that nothing in the world has a real existence. This nihilistic outlook
may be a contributing factor why many Christians do not appreciate this book thinking
it is very dark. What they’re missing is that Solomon up front is admitting this view of the
world is very dark and is why he keeps bring God into the conversation. When viewing
the cosmos and earth as a cosmic accident of time, chance, and undirected physical
processes leads to the thought that the mind similarly evolved. While we have evolved
to think – this thinking is considered no different than a squill’s and as a squill we live, we
die, and that’s it. Nothing in life in between means anything… More on that later.
12 I the Preacher have been king over Israel in Jerusalem. 13 And I applied my heart to
seek and to search out by wisdom all that is done under heaven. It is an unhappy business
that God has given to the children of man to be busy with. 14 I have seen everything that
is done under the sun, and behold, all is vanity and a striving after wind. 15 What is
crooked cannot be made straight, and what is lacking cannot be counted. 16 I said in
my heart, “I have acquired great wisdom, surpassing all who were over Jerusalem before
me, and my heart has had great experience of wisdom and knowledge.” 17 And I
applied my heart to know wisdom and to know madness and folly. I perceived that this
also is but a striving after wind. 18 For in much wisdom is much vexation, and he who
increases knowledge increases sorrow.
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Solomon is only going to use his heart and wisdom to explore the meaning of life. That’s
how humanists today do similar explorations for life meaning. Humanism is the belief that
humanity is capable of morality and self-fulfillment without belief in God. Or put another
way, humanists define life meaning, purpose, and calling by starting and ending with
man; it’s atheistic – there is no spiritual realm, no ghosts, gods, or God. If you’re wondering
what’s happening in our country today which has totally adopted secular humanism in
all aspects of social existence (education, public works, governance) you MUST read this
book. We are culturally all lost awash in a framework without any transcendent
foundational footings floating, twisting, and turning in the wind…
In the second chapter, Solomon explores the vanity of self-indulgence, living wisely, and
toiling at work (remember, these are all explored absent of even the idea of God). He
earnestly completed the greatest desires his heart could conceive that unlimited money
and power could buy and sex, drugs, and rock and roll had to offer. In the end he found
it all vanity, nothing had been gained, a striving after the wind. How many uber rich and
famous have you heard about in your own lifetime who died from drugs, suicide,
unexplained accidents, etc.? Solomon let us know there is nothing there.
He made a similar exploration in wise living. He observed that light (wisdom) was better
than darkness (folly). In the end both the wise and the fool both die with no one
remembering either. There have been many wise and prolific humanist writers and
philosophers who when they got near the grave quickened the end by suicide. Their
wisdom gained them nothing.
Solomon’s experience with toiling is perhaps the most universal as it hits home to everyone
who has ever worked. He hated all his toil in labor and was in despair because not matter
what he acquired or built, and the days of sorrow and vexation the construction caused
him, would in the end be given over to someone who had not labored or toiled. And
when whoever got what he toiled to make, he had no control over what they did with it.
I remember living on a lake across from a large beautiful historic home with a rich history.
With each new owner came significant design changes replacing old wood beauty with
new world chrome. Finally, a billionaire bought the estate, tore it down and built an even
bigger new world mansion. Vanity!
Solomon ends this chapter with a God thought. Ecclesiastes 2:24-26 – There is nothing
better for a person than that he should eat and drink and find enjoyment in his toil. This
also, I saw, is from the hand of God, 25 for apart from him who can eat or who can have
enjoyment? 26 For to the one who pleases him God has given wisdom and knowledge
and joy, but to the sinner he has given the business of gathering and collecting, only to
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give to one who pleases God. This also is vanity and a striving after wind. At the beginning
of Chapter 3 Solomon provides his enduring list of 15 seasons and times for everything.
They begin with Ecclesiastes 3:2 – a time to be born, and a time to die; a time to plant,
and a time to pluck up what is planted;
What follows this listing are Solomon’s conclusions for the vanities he’s explored.
Ecclesiastes 3:9-18 – What gain has the worker from his toil? 10 I have seen the business
that God has given to the children of man to be busy with. 11 He has made everything
beautiful in its time. Also, he has put eternity into man’s heart, yet so that he cannot find
out what God has done from the beginning to the end. 12 I perceived that there is
nothing better for them than to be joyful and to do good as long as they live; 13 also that
everyone should eat and drink and take pleasure in all his toil—this is God’s gift to man.
14 I perceived that whatever God does endures forever; nothing can be added to it, nor
anything taken from it. God has done it, so that people fear before him. 15 That which is,
already has been; that which is to be, already has been; and God seeks what has been
driven away. 16 Moreover, I saw under the sun that in the place of justice, even there
was wickedness, and in the place of righteousness, even there was wickedness. 17 I said
in my heart, God will judge the righteous and the wicked, for there is a time for every
matter and for every work. 18 I said in my heart with regard to the children of man that
God is testing them that they may see that they themselves are but beasts.
Solomon then notes that in the reality of both man and beast returning to dust,
Ecclesiastes 3:22 – So I saw that there is nothing better than that a man should rejoice in
his work, for that is his lot. Who can bring him to see what will be after him?
Chapter 4 deals with evils under the sun Solomon has observed. He noted that all toil and
work come from envy of one’s neighbor. That’s a huge nugget to explore in all our lives
– who are we trying to one up? And another one applicable for our current culture, he
notes one who toils an entire lifetime to accumulate wealth but for what purpose in that
they never enjoyed life’s pleasures.
Solomon addresses the need to fear God and the vanity of wealth and honor in Chapter
5. He concludes his fearing God section as follows: Ecclesiastes 5:7 – For when dreams
increase and words grow many, there is vanity; but God is the one you must fear. He then
goes onto explain how there is no top end of satisfaction for one who loves wealth and
income; and their full stomach will never let them sleep. Yet the laborer has sweet sleep
whether he eats little or much. His conclusion for wealth and honor is found in Ecclesiastes
5:18-20 – Behold, what I have seen to be good and fitting is to eat and drink and find
enjoyment in all the toil with which one toils under the sun the few days of his life that God
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has given him, for this is his lot. 19 Everyone also to whom God has given wealth and
possessions and power to enjoy them, and to accept his lot and rejoice in his toil—this is
the gift of God. 20 For he will not much remember the days of his life because God keeps
him occupied with joy in his heart. To make his conclusion clear, Solomon adds multiple
examples to the wealthy in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 7 Solomon contrasts wisdom and folly using both poetry and narrative prose.
It is in the midst of this prose Solomon makes a keen observation, Ecclesiastes 7:20 – Surely
there is not a righteous man on earth who does good and never sins. This is a key theme
that runs the entirety of the Bible. There are none who are righteous – all of mankind is in
need of a Redeemer…
Solomon notes in Chapter 8 it is advisable to keep the King’s command, to fear God, and
be aware God’s ways are not known to man. In all three sections the key theme is the
mystery of life and its end. In the section of on keeping the Kings’s command, Solomon
notes, Ecclesiastes 8:8 – No man has power to retain the spirit, or power over the day of
death. As to the reason to fear God, Solomon says, Ecclesiastes 8:12-13 – Though a sinner
does evil a hundred times and prolongs his life, yet I know that it will be well with those
who fear God, because they fear before him. 13 But it will not be well with the wicked,
neither will he prolong his days like a shadow, because he does not fear before God.
As Solomon nears the end of his book, he starts the downhill slope in Chapter 9 with the
reality that physical death awaits us all. And in light of that reality, he suggests,
Ecclesiastes 9:7-10 – Go, eat your bread with joy, and drink your wine with a merry heart,
for God has already approved what you do. 8 Let your garments be always white. Let
not oil be lacking on your head. 9 Enjoy life with the wife whom you love, all the days of
your vain life that he has given you under the sun, because that is your portion in life and
in your toil at which you toil under the sun. 10 Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with
your might, for there is no work or thought or knowledge or wisdom in Sheol, to which you
are going. Many may think this an attitude of defeat, but rather it is God’s desire for all
his children. Paul notes in 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18 – Rejoice always, 17 pray continually,
18 give thanks in all circumstances; for this is God’s will for you in Christ Jesus. Stop worrying
about what you think the world expects you to do, do what God has given you to do.
Chapters 10 and 11 continue this theme of doing what you find to do as death awaits us
all. At the end of Chapter 11 Solomon reminds the youth to consider their motives for
what they do. Ecclesiastes 11:9 – Rejoice, O young man, in your youth, and let your heart
cheer you in the days of your youth. Walk in the ways of your heart and the sight of your
eyes. But know that for all these things God will bring you into judgment.
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Solomon continues to guide the youth in Chapter 12 to understand youth does not dwell
eternal. And in that understanding to remember their Creator in the days of their youth
before their end draws near.
Solomon’s concluding statement is another key theme that runs throughout the Bible.
Ecclesiastes 12:13-14 - The end of the matter; all has been heard. Fear God and keep his
commandments, for this is the whole duty of man.14 For God will bring every deed into
judgment, with every secret thing, whether good or evil. What an ending…
Solomon started the book from a humanist perspective and determined everything
under the sun chased by man is vanity. He went on to elaborate in the text in some detail
what that vanity looked like for both those who did not regard God and for those who
feared God. It didn’t matter if one chasing after vanities life offers was in the light or
darkness the same time and chance of good and evil happens to all.
Solomon advised all to fear God, although his ways are unknowable to man, as God has
given each our own lot in life to walk out until the end. With the understanding we can’t
take anything with us and what we leave behind is out of our control. In the meantime,
to enjoy one’s lot in life, to eat, and drink with contentment of what one has, and to not
forsake the pleasures life offers in pursuits that only end in vanity. And one of the greatest
pleasures in life is to work at what your hands find to do with all your heart irrespective of
immediate financial benefit or future windfall. And in all that we do to remember in the
end there is a righteous judgment by God of everything one does under the sun, even
every secret thing, whether good or evil.
At the time of my existential revelation while reading Ecclesiastes I found myself at the
top of my vocation at age 34. I had been a successful business owner flush with cash and
investment resources in the multi-millions. Was well known and respected in my career
field. Happily married with two kids, four dogs, multiple cats, a huge home, everything
was looking like I was on top of the world. Yet I was an empty vacuum inside. Was this all
life had to offer? I remember asking myself.
I looked down from this precipice and all I could see was either keep climbing higher on
an adjacent mountain to a peak in the distance with no expectation of experiencing
anything different or fall into oblivion overnight. I can vouch that money can buy a lot of
stuff of temporal pleasure but continuing to feed the beast of pleasures insatiable
appetite is a no-win proposition. I was looking for something that had meaning when I
read again Ecclesiastes in my sixth annual reading through the Bible with eyes and a
heart of understanding.
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Apart from a relationship with God there is no understanding about the meaning of life,
the purpose of one’s toiling, or the calling of a vocation. I thought I was a believing
Christian, blessed abundantly by God, doing all the right things, reading my Bible,
righteous in my own eyes. But when I got to the end of Ecclesiastes, I knew I didn’t know
God. I wasn’t ready to meet God and his judgment. But what is a person to do in that
situation but pray and wait for God to show-up.
That of course is NOT what I did. I’d given God at least a week, more than adequate time
for Him to answer my plea, and then I initiated my “B” plan. Oh if I’d only been patient
and trusted the next four years of angst and misery may have been avoided. As I was
reaching a new plateau and thought all was going to be well not knowing God, He
showed up to ask me a question. Well actually a series of questions that I was not very
well prepared to answer.
In a matter of thirty minutes of the Holy Spirit’s intimate presence I was undone,
surrendered, and gave up my life as I understood it to Jesus Christ as my LORD and Savior.
I’ve never been the same and know now with certainty the answers to the five
philosophical questions. If you read the book you’ll Solomon answering these questions
in Ecclesiastes, but with only a partial picture in view. We still don’t have the whole picture
which we’ll see in the eternal state, but the New Testament fills in a lot of missing details
Solomon did not reveal.
Where did everything come from? (Origin) – God through the Creator of everything seen
and unseen - Jesus Christ.
What does it mean to be human? (Identity) – Created in the image and likeness of God,
separated from God because of sin, and held in bondage to Satan, sin and death.
Why are we here? (Purpose) – To seek after God and perhaps find Him.
How should we live? (Morals/Ethics) – Fully submitted in the will of God to do as He
commands. His command is simple, to love one another as Jesus loves us. Love is the
fulfillment of all the Law and the prophets walked out in one’s life.
Where do we go when we die? (Destiny) – For the follower of Jesus Christ, saved by grace
through faith, we will all individually appear before the Judgment seat of Christ to give
an account for what we’ve done in the body whether good or evil. We will then enter
into heaven awaiting return to earth for the Millennial kingdom and the eternal state yet
to come.
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For those who do not have saving faith in Jesus Christ – they will all upon death be cast
into hell (not a pleasant place) awaiting a bodily resurrection to appear before the great
white throne of Judgment before God. They will be judged based upon their works, even
every secret thing, whether good or evil, and cast into the eternal lake of fire with the
devil and his angels. Never to escape or be redeemed from their eternal abode.
I note all these things as the culture we are currently living in is one that enforces secular
humanism as the only acceptable religion for public discourse. Ecclesiastes speaks
directly to that culture and opens eyes to the need for a Redeemer. Read it yourself and
let me know if you see it differently.
On our next episode we’ll look at the third book of Solomon in the Wisdom Literature, the
Song of Songs. A love story that still has application today.
Thank you for listening.
Subscribe, Follow, Rate, and Review
Show notes and other resources found on WayoftheBible.com
Join me on the Path
Write me a note
Simply Believe God and Follow Jesus
Live as a child of light overflowing with living water in the will of God
•
Joyful always, Praying Continually, and Thankful in all circumstances
Be blessed my brothers and sisters
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